
Bulletin: Recce times and stage availability stated below

10am-11am Recce of forward stages �Red and Blue)
Stages start in the pan handle. Go all the way through pan handle, exit into pond
loop, over the jump and into the woods. Once you are in the woods there are two
main intersections. As you exit the woods there is an immediate intersection.
All are marked by Red and Blue arrows.
Red- Right at 1st intersection, Straight over 2nd intersection, Straight over
3rd intersection. Blue- Left at 1st interaction, right at 2nd intersection, right
at 3rd intersection. Finish is in the infield at the entrance of Figure 8

11�30am-12�30pm Recce of reverse stages �Green and Orange)
Green is reverse of Blue
Orange is Reverse of Red
Stages start in infield and quickly split after the jump. Then they rejoin into the
woods. There is an intersection immediately after Kubo’s Crest just after starting.
There are 3 more intersections in the woods marked by Green and Orange
arrows. Exit the woods and over the big jump, through pond loop and enter pan
handle reverse. Go through pan handle and the finish is at the end of pan handle
Green- Immediately after jump, keep left on infield into a hairpin right around
the teardrop. Continue straight off of the infield towards the woods. Square
left into the woods. Keep left at the first intersection shortly after joining the



woods.
Square left at the next marked T interaction into the corkscrew.
Stay straight past the next intersection, Marked with Tecpro Barriers.
Square right to rejoin with Orange
Follow all the way through pond loop, into the pan handle.
Orange- Turn right at the intersection immediately after Kubo’s Crest and
into the woods. Turn Right at the next intersection.
Stay straight over the interaction into the corkscrew
Turn left on the long straight after the corkscrew, marked by arrows and
TecPro Barriers. Stay straight to rejoin with green
Follow all the way through pond loop, into the pan handle.
Finish- Finish is marked at the end of pan handle.


